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Abstract
The theorem proving system TPS provides support for constructing proofs using a mix of au-
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the user to store and organize work. Mathematical theorems can be expressed very naturally in TPS
using higher-order logic. A number of proof representations are available in TPS, so proofs can be
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The TPS automated theorem proving system [2] has been developed as part of a program
of research on methods of proving theorems of higher-order logic (type theory) and first-
order logic automatically, and many publications about TPS (such as [3]) have focused
on its ability to produce proofs automatically. However, TPS can also be used interac-
tively. Indeed, the purely interactive commands of TPS for applying rules of inference
have been made available in a separate program called ETPS (Educational Theorem Prov-
ing System) [4] which is designed for use by students who construct formal proofs in logic
courses.
TPS can also be used in a mixture of automatic and interactive modes, and has various
features which make it very useful for developing formal proofs of theorems which are too
complex to be found purely automatically, at least at present. When using TPS to develop
a formal proof semi-interactively, one can simply accept or reject various suggestions TPS
makes for applying rules of inference, and one can interrupt this process at any time to
apply whatever rule of inference one chooses, or to call upon TPS to fill a gap in the proof
automatically.
In automatic mode, TPS starts by searching for an expansion proof [5–7] or an exten-
sional expansion proof [8], and then translates this into a natural deduction proof. While
the code which is used by the search procedures in TPS is voluminous, under constant de-
velopment, and often contains bugs, the code which finally applies the rules of inference
to construct natural deduction proofs is small and well tested. Thus, proofs found by TPS
are very reliable.
TPS, ETPS, and their manuals are available from the web site http://gtps.math.cmu.edu/
tps.html.
In this paper we shall provide a general overview of TPS, focusing on its potential as a
mathematical proof assistance system. Most of the information about TPS in [2] is still true
(except that TPS can now prove various theorems much faster than was reported there), but
TPS has developed considerably since that paper was published, and this paper will bring
the record up to date.
TPS is intended to serve not only as a theorem proving program, but as a general in-
strument for doing research on theorem proving in type theory. Accordingly, TPS provides
a rich environment for experimentation. In Section 2, we describe the different user inter-
faces provided by TPS. In Section 3, we indicate how TPS can be used semi-interactively to
search for natural deduction proofs, and in Section 4 we give an example in which the mix
of interactive and automatic proof search is tilted more toward the automatic side. Some
of the commands for manipulating natural deduction proofs are described in Section 5.
The TPS library described in Section 6 allows users to store and retrieve information. One
can also use TPS to find some simple models of satisfiable formulas. These facilities are
described in Section 7. TPS provides for several types of representations of proofs and
translations between them, as described in Section 8. We focus on TPS as an automated
theorem prover in Section 9, and describe how important flags governing the behavior of
TPS can be set in Section 10. We discuss some related work in Section 11.
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There are three interfaces for TPS: text-based, xterm-based, and Java-based. The first
is purely text-based and behaves as a lisp interpreter. The user types in text commands
and TPS outputs a text response. To use the xterm-based interface, one starts TPS inside
a new xterm with special character fonts. The user also enters commands as text, but the
output can include special symbols (e.g., for logical operators and quantifiers). The newest
interface is a menu-based Java interface. With the Java interface the user can either type in
a command or choose the command from a menu. The output in the Java interface can also
display special symbols such as logical operators.
In any of these interfaces TPS can open new windows for special purposes. A common
example is the use of proofwindows for displaying different portions of the current proof.
Using the command BEGIN-PRFW, the user opens three new (xterm or Java) windows:
the “Complete Proof” window, the “Current Subproof” window and the “Current Subproof
and Line Numbers” window.
The “Complete Proof” window displays the entire proof, and is useful when the proof
is either short or one wants a global view of the current state of a proof. At each stage
in the construction of a natural deduction proof, one unproved (or planned) proof line is
the current goal, and certain lines, which must be processed to derive it, are designated
as support lines for that goal. The current goal and its supporting lines are displayed in
the “Current Subproof” window. The choice of these lines can be adjusted with the SUB-
PROOF, SPONSOR, and UNSPONSOR commands. When the user applies a rule or tactic,
the proofwindows are automatically updated (under certain flag settings).
Another common use of auxiliary windows is in the EDITOR top level. This top level
is used to manipulate formulas. When the user enters this top level, a particular formula is
given (either explicitly or implicitly, e.g., by giving the corresponding line number in the
current natural deduction proof). TPS opens two new windows: the “Top Edwff” window
and the “Current Edwff” window. The user can issue commands to point to different sub-
formulas (which changes the contents of the “Current Edwff” window). If the user issues
a command to change the formula (e.g., INSTALL to instantiate abbreviations) the effect
is to change the formula in the “Top Edwff” window and the corresponding subformula in
the “Current Edwff” window. In the EDITOR top level, one can also give names (“weak
labels”) to certain formulas which can later be used (in the same TPS session) to refer to
the formula. To save a formula permanently, one uses the library facilities (see Section 6).
TPS is also capable of creating TEX output. For example, the command TEXPROOF
creates a TEX file containing the current natural deduction proof (which may be partial or
complete).
The user interface for TPS is the same as that for ETPS. More information about it can
be found in [4].
3. Using TPS semi-interactively
While it is best known for its abilities to prove theorems of higher-order logic automat-
ically, TPS can also be used very conveniently in interactive or semi-automatic mode. In
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tween applying rules of inference interactively, using a command called GO to apply rules
suggested by TPS, using a command called GO2 to call a number of tactics which quickly
apply mundane rules of inference, and using the automatic facilities of TPS to prove lem-
mas and to derive certain lines of the proof from other specified lines. One can develop
parts of the proof in whatever chronological order is most convenient. For example, one
could start by inserting into the proof the lines which represent the basic outline of a plan
for the proof, and then work on filling in various parts of this outline.
The automatic proof procedures in TPS are controlled by various flags. A set of flags
and values for these flags is called a mode. Some facilities which can be helpful in finding
modes appropriate for proving particular theorems automatically are discussed in Sec-
tion 10. If one does not know an appropriate mode when one wishes to invoke TPS’s
automatic procedures, one can use commands which systematically try a variety of modes.
A bestmode for a theorem is a mode which can be used to prove that theorem automat-
ically (and which will, in general, produce a proof more quickly than other modes). The
TPS library contains certain sets of modes called goodmodes such that each of the theo-
rems which TPS can currently prove automatically can be proven using at least one of the
goodmodes in the set. For example, GOODMODES1 is a list of 68 modes, and each of
the 639 theorems for which bestmodes are currently saved can be proven automatically
by at least one of the modes in GOODMODES1. Using the command PIY2 (“Prove It
Yourself, version 2”), DIY2, or DIY2-L, one can direct TPS to apply its proof procedures
with each of these 68 modes in turn for a specified time, then increment the time limit and
repeat the process, and continue in this way until a proof is found or space or patience is
exhausted. Since TPS can prove many theorems of moderate difficulty within a few sec-
onds (see [3,8–12] for some examples), this makes TPS extremely convenient to use for
filling in gaps of moderate difficulty while one is constructing a major proof semi-inter-
actively.
In TPS, one can define and use rewrite rules. The implementation of rewriting is quite
general; the rules may be polymorphic, or bidirectional, or even invoke arbitrary functions.
Commands that perform single or multiple rewrites of a formula are available both as
editor commands and as natural deduction rules. Thus, users may experiment with rewrit-
ing formulas in the editor and construct proofs using arbitrary systems of rewrite rules.
For convenience, a group of related rewrite rules can be bundled together into a theory
which the user can then treat as a single object. Many theories can be kept in memory at
the same time, and they may be activated and deactivated by the user as required. Under
certain flag settings, automatic search can treat some equations in the formula as rewrite
rules.
To illustrate the process of constructing a proof in TPS, we shall use the simple topologi-
cal theorem that a set B is open if every member of B is in an open neighborhood contained
in B . To prove this one need only assume that the union of an arbitrary collection of open
sets is open. To express this theorem formally it is most natural to use higher-order logic,
and TPS can be used to prove theorems of higher-order logic (type theory) [13,14] as well
as first-order logic. We shall show how this theorem is expressed formally, and then explain
some of the notations involved.
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∀Go(oι)
[
G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ⊃ OPEN
[⋃
G
]]
⊃ ∀Boι.∀xι[B x ⊃ ∃Doι.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB
In the formula THM616, ⊆ (written in infix position) abbreviates
λPoβλRoβ∀xβ.P x ⊃ Rx
and
⋃ (union of a collection of sets) abbreviates
λGo(oα)λxα∃Soα.GS ∧ S x
These abbreviations, like many others in the TPS library, are polymorphic. They contain
type variables (β and α) for which TPS substitutes appropriate type symbols when these
abbreviations are used in formulas.
A dot in a formula stands for a left bracket whose mate is as far to the right as is
consistent with the pairing of brackets already present. The symbol “⊃”, which can be
regarded as an alternative form of “⇒”, denotes implication. The types of variables are
indicated by subscripts, which may be displayed or not as the user chooses. (αβ) is the
type of functions to objects of type α from objects of type β , and o is the type of truth
values. A set of elements of type β is identified with the function Soβ which maps the
elements in the set to truth and all other objects of type β to falsehood. Thus, Soβxβ means
that Soβxβ is true, or that xβ ∈ Soβ . The formula [λv A(v)] denotes the function whose
value for any argument v is A(v). For more information about notations, see [14,15].
Intuitively, the proof of THM616 is simple. Let G be the set of open subsets of B . Since
G is a collection of open sets,
⋃
G is open. Also, we can show B is the same as
⋃
G using
the neighborhood property (and extensionality). Hence B is open.
The use of extensionality (to show B and ⋃G are equal since they contain the same
elements) is necessary. THM616 is only provable if one assumes some form of extension-
ality. One can avoid this need for extensionality by expressing closure under subsets using
the less natural formulation
∀Doι∀Go(oι)
[
G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ∧ D ≡s
⋃
G ⊃ OPEND]
where ≡s is an infix, polymorphic abbreviation for
λPoαλRoα∀xα.P x ≡ Rx
Such an example has been reported on (with respect to automated search procedures) in
[16] and [12]. TPS can also prove THM616 automatically using extensional search proce-
dures discussed in [8].
Two essential ideas a mathematician could have in mind while constructing a proof of
THM616 in TPS are:
(1) The union of all open subsets of B is open.
(2) Using the neighborhood property and extensionality, B is equal to the union of all open
subsets of B .
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interactive work the most commonly used style of proof is natural deduction. A natural
deduction proof of THM616 is shown in Fig. 1. The proof consists of a sequence of lines.
Each line of the proof consists of a number in parentheses which serves as a label for that
line and for the wff asserted in it, a list (possibly empty) of numbers of lines whose wffs
are assumed as hypotheses for that line, the assertion sign , the wff asserted in that line,
and a justification.
The quickest way to obtain a natural deduction proof of THM616 is to use the command
PIY (“Prove It Yourself”). This combines the PROVE and DIY commands. A bestmode for
THM616 is stored in the library. PIY offers to retrieve this mode from the library and use
the corresponding flag settings during automated search. If the mode is chosen, TPS can
automatically find an extensional expansion proof and translate this into a natural deduction
proof in ten seconds. If the mode is not chosen, TPS will almost certainly fail to find a
proof. Indeed, only the most recent search procedures MS03-7 and MS04-2 are capable
(in theory) of proving a theorem requiring a nontrivial application of extensionality. (Older
TPS search procedures can expand equalities using extensionality, but this is not sufficient
to prove THM616.) In any case, choosing the appropriate flag settings is vital for any
automated search (see Section 10).
The commands PIY and PIY2 are used for completely automatic search. Since com-
pletely automatic procedures do not suffice for many problems, one also needs interactive
procedures. We shall illustrate these procedures using THM616 as an example.
The first step in constructing a natural deduction proof is to apply the PROVE command.
This creates one planned line:
(100)  ∀Go(oι)
[
G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ⊃ OPEN.⋃G
]
⊃ ∀Boι.∀xι[B x ⊃ ∃Doι.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB PLAN1
One could still make use of automated search using DIY or DIY2 (corresponding to PIY
and PIY2). We instead consider a few interactive steps. Since the main connective of the
planned line is implication, we can apply the DEDUCT rule.1 TPS automatically prompts
the user for particular information regarding the application of the rule. In this case, we
can take the default values suggested by TPS:
<3>DEDUCT
P3 (LINE): Line with Implication [100]>
D2 (LINE): Line with Conclusion [99]>
H1 (LINE): Line with Hypothesis [1]>
The DEDUCT rule creates a new planned line (99) and hypothesis line (1). The previ-
ously planned line (100) is now justified by DEDUCT.
1 Descriptions of TPS’s commands for applying rules of inference can be found in [17,18] and in Appendix A
of [4].
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⋃
G Hyp
(2) 1,2  ∀xι.Boιx ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B Hyp
(3) 1  λWoι[OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι] ⊆ OPEN
⊃ OPEN.⋃ .λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B
UI: [λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι] 1
(5) 1  OPENo(oι)xoι ∧ x ⊆ Boι ⊃ OPENx RuleP
(6) 1  ∀xoι.OPENo(oι)x ∧ x ⊆ Boι ⊃ OPENx UGen: xoι 5
(7) 1  ∀xoι.[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]x ⊃ OPENx Lambda: 6
(20) 1  λWoι[OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι] ⊆ OPEN EquivWffs: 7
(21) 1  OPENo(oι).
⋃
.λWoι.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ Boι MP: 20 3
(22) 1,2,22  Boιyι Hyp
(23) 1,2  Boιyι ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dy ∧ D ⊆ B UI: yι 2
(24) 22,1,2  ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dyι ∧ D ⊆ Boι MP: 22 23
(25) 1,2,22,25  OPENo(oι)Doι ∧ Dyι ∧ D ⊆ Boι Choose: Doι 24
(52) 1,2,22,25  OPENo(oι)Doι ∧ D ⊆ Boι ∧ Dyι RuleP: 25
(53) 1,2,22,25  ∃Soι.OPENo(oι)S ∧ S ⊆ Boι ∧ Syι EGen: Doι 52
(54) 1,2,22,25  ⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]yι EquivWffs: 53
(55) 1,2,22  ⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]yι RuleC: 24 54
(56) 1,2  Boιyι ⊃⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B]y Deduct: 55
(57) 1,2,57  ⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]yι Hyp
(58) 1,2,57  ∃Soι.OPENo(oι)S ∧ ∀xι[S x ⊃ Boιx] ∧ Syι EquivWffs: 57
(59) 1,2,57,59  OPENo(oι)Soι ∧ ∀xι[S x ⊃ Boιx] ∧ Syι Choose: Soι 58
(60) 1,2,57,59  OPENo(oι)Soι ∧ ∀xι.S x ⊃ Boιx Conj: 59
(61) 1,2,57,59  Soιyι Conj: 59
(62) 1,2,57,59  OPENo(oι)Soι Conj: 60
(63) 1,2,57,59  ∀xι.Soιx ⊃ Boιx Conj: 60
(64) 1,2,57,59  Soιyι ⊃ Boιy UI: yι 63
(89) 1,2,57,59  Boιyι RuleP: 61 64
(90) 1,2,57  Boιyι RuleC: 58 89
(91) 1,2  ⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]yι ⊃ By Deduct: 90
(92) 1,2  [Boιyι ⊃⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B]y]
∧.⋃[λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B]y ⊃ By Conj: 56 91
(93) 1,2  Boιyι ≡⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B]y ImpEquiv: 92
(94) 1,2  Boιyι =⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B]y Ext=: 93
(95) 1,2  ∀yι.Boιy =⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B]y UGen: yι 94
(96) 1,2  Boι =⋃ .λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B Ext=: 95
(97) 1,2  OPENo(oι)Boι Sub=: 21 96
(98) 1  ∀xι[Boιx ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB Deduct: 97
(99) 1  ∀Boι. ∀xι[B x ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B]⊃ OPENB UGen: Boι 98
(100)  ∀Go(oι)[G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ⊃ OPEN.
⋃
G]
⊃ ∀Boι.∀xι[B x ⊃ ∃Doι.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB Deduct: 99
Fig. 1. Natural deduction proof of THM616.
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 ∀Go(oι).G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ⊃ OPEN.⋃G Hyp
· · · · · ·(99) 1  ∀Boι. ∀xι[B x ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B]
⊃ OPENB PLAN2
(100)  ∀Go(oι)
[
G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ⊃ OPEN.⋃G
]
⊃ ∀Boι.∀xι[B x ⊃ ∃Doι.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB Deduct: 99
Of course, applying each rule explicitly in this way can be tedious work. The command
GO can be used to automatically determine rules to apply. The user is prompted for par-
ticular information regarding the rule applications. At any point, the user can abort the GO
command. The GO2 command is similar, except GO2 suggests tactics instead of rules. The
effect of this is that GO2 may apply a series of rules (such as conjunction elimination rules)
at once. However, GO2 does have the drawback that it will not suggest tactics involving
rules (such as universal instantiation) which require a term.
We call the GO command with the current proof state. GO suggests applying a rule for
universal generalization, then the DEDUCT rule and then universal instantiation:
<4>GO
Considering planned line 99.
UGEN 99
Command [(UGEN 99)]>
(98) 1  ∀xι[Boιx ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB PLAN3
Considering planned line 98.
DEDUCT 98
Command [(DEDUCT 98)]>
(2) 1,2  ∀xι.Boιx ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B Hyp
(97) 1,2  OPENo(oι)Boι PLAN4
Considering planned line 97.
UI 2
UI 1
Command [(UI 2)]>
At this point, GO suggests applying the universal instantiation rule to line (2), the neigh-
borhood property. We will only need the neighborhood property once we are showing B
is equal to the union of its open subsets. Before the command prompt GO lists different
possible commands the user can choose. In this case, GO lists (UI 2) and (UI 1). To make
progress with the interactive proof of THM616, we choose (UI 1) to apply the universal
instantiation rule (UI) to line (1) and give the appropriate term representing the collection
of all open subsets of B .
Command [(UI 2)]>(UI 1)
Some defaults could not be determined.
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OPEN W and W SUBSET B"
(3) 1  λWoι[OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι] ⊆ OPEN
⊃ OPEN.⋃ .λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B
UI: [λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι] 1
GO next suggests applying universal instantiation again to either line (1) or line (2).
We have already applied it to line (1) using the desired collection of sets, and we do not
yet need to use the neighborhood property in line (2). Instead, we type MORE so that GO
produces more options.
Considering planned line 97.
UI 1
UI 2
Command [(UI 1)]>MORE
No suggestion executed.
MP 3
EDEF 3
EDEF 1
EDEF 2
Command [(MP 3)]>
Of course, deciding whether to accept or reject various suggested options is part of the
art of proving theorems. The user who is not sure what certain suggestions mean can use
online help as well as the manuals [17,18], which can be printed out or displayed on the
computer as postscript or pdf files.
In this case, the default option is to apply the modus ponens rule (MP) to line (3). The
modus ponens rule creates a new planned line (corresponding to the antecedent of the
implication) and a new justified line (corresponding to the conclusion of the implication).
We can simply press return and GO will apply the rule and place the new planned line at
line 50 and new justified line at line 51. We can see the antecedent will be easy to prove
by inspection. For this reason, we prefer to choose line numbers 20 and 21 leaving most of
the room for proving line (97). (One can always create more room in a natural deduction
proof outline using the command INTRODUCE-GAP.) However, we are not allowed this
flexibility when applying rules using the GO command. Instead, we type ABORT and
apply the modus ponens rule explicitly.
<6>MP 3 21 20
(20) 1  λWoι[OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι] ⊆ OPEN PLAN7
(21) 1  OPENo(oι).⋃ .λWoι.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ Boι MP: 20 3
The proof now has two planned lines (in other words, two gaps). One can determine the
number of gaps using the PSTATUS command.
The planned line (20) is propositional (and trivial) once one expands the definition of
⊆ and uses the universal generalization rule. This is a goal we can expect TPS to prove
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to fill this gap automatically. The result adds new lines (5), (6) and (7) to the proof and
justifies line (20). These lines can be seen in the final proof shown in Fig. 1.
We now arrive at the point in the proof when some form of extensionality is crucial. We
use PSTATUS to note there is one gap:
<9>PSTATUS
(97 21 1 2 20)
We must justify line (97) asserting B is open. Currently, TPS expects to use the support-
ing lines (1), (2), (20) and (21) to justify line (97). We need to show B is open (line (97))
using the neighborhood property (line (2)) and the fact that the union of open subsets of
B is open (line (21)). Hence we expect to only use lines (2) and (21). We focus on these
supporting lines using the command UNSPONSOR.
<10>UNSPONSOR
PLINE (PLINE): planned line [97]>
LINELIST (EXISTING-LINELIST):
Unwanted sponsoring lines [(21 1 2 20)]>(1 20)
The “Current Subproof” window now displays the relevant gap:
(2) 1,2  ∀xι.Boιx ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B Hyp
(21) 1  OPENo(oι).⋃ .λWoι.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ Boι MP: 20 3
· · · · · ·
(97) 1,2  OPENo(oι)Boι PLAN4
Intuitively, we need to show B is equal to the union of open subsets of B . We can use
the LEMMA command to explicitly assert this as a new planned line.
<12>LEMMA
P2 (LINE): Line to be Proven Using Lemma [97]>
P1 (LINE): Line with Lemma [59]>96
A (GWFF): Assertion of Lemma [No Default]>"B(OI) =
SETUNION.LAMBDA W(OI).OPEN W AND W SUBSET B(OI)"
(96) 1,2  Boι =⋃ .λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B PLAN17
The SUBST = (substitution using equality) rule allows us to justify line (97) from (21)
and (96). To complete the proof, we must only justify line (96). To prove the equation in
line (96) we must use extensionality. The extensional natural deduction rules EXT = and
EXT = 0 allow us to justify the planned line (96) in a series of steps from a new planned
line:
(93) 1,2  Boιyι ≡⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ B]y PLAN22
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continue interactively in order to obtain a shorter, cleaner proof. Using the GO command
we can quickly apply a series of rules reducing the gap to two smaller gaps. GO also offers
to apply the universal instantiation rule to line (2) while considering the gap
(22) 1,2,22  Boιyι Hyp
· · · · · ·
(55) 1,2,22  ⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]yι PLAN26
Applying universal instantiation (as suggested by GO) to line (2) (the neighborhood
property) using the term yι we obtain the following line:
(23) 1,2  Boιyι ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dy ∧ D ⊆ B UI: yι 2
At this point we abort the use of GO and apply modus ponens to (22) and (23) to obtain:
(24) 22,1,2  ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dyι ∧ D ⊆ Boι MP: 22 23
Applying RULEC to line (24) using a witness Doι we are left with the gap
(25) 1,2,22,25  OPENo(oι)Doι ∧ Dyι ∧ D ⊆ Boι Choose: Doι 24
· · · · · ·
(54) 1,2,22,25  ⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]yι PLAN31
Using the rule EQUIV-WFFS and the EDITOR top level, we can instantiate the def-
inition of
⋃
and λ-normalize to justify line (54) from the following new planned line:
(53) 1,2,22,25  ∃Soι.OPENo(oι)S ∧ S ⊆ Boι ∧ Syι PLAN32
Applying the EGEN rule with the term Doι we justify line (53) from the new planned
line:
(52) 1,2,22,25  OPENo(oι)Doι ∧ D ⊆ Boι ∧ Dyι PLAN33
Note that lines (52) and (25) are the same except the order of the conjuncts. Hence we
can simply use the rule RULEP (which allows arbitrary propositional reasoning) to quickly
justify line (52) from line (25).
We are now left with one final planned line:
(91) 1,2  ⋃[λWoι.OPENo(oι)W ∧ W ⊆ Boι]yι ⊃ By PLAN24
Using DEDUCT, EQUIV-WFFS (to instantiate all definitions and λ-normalize),
RULEC, ECONJ, UI and RULEP, we can close this gap and complete the proof. Fig. 1
shows the final natural deduction proof constructed in TPS.
4. A semi-automatic example
We now give a brief example of how TPS can be used in “semi-automatic” mode, in
which most of the proof is constructed automatically, but the user provides some crucial
guidance interactively.
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then W has larger cardinality than U . This is usually expressed by saying that there is no
surjection from U onto W . We call this the Surjective Cantor Theorem. If one takes the
members of U as the set of entities of type ι, the theorem can be expressed by the simple
wff ∼ ∃goιι∀foι∃jι.gj = f . TPS has been able to prove this automatically for many years.
However, one can also express the fact that W has larger cardinality than U by saying that
there is no injection from W into U . We call this the Injective Cantor Theorem. A formal-
ization of it is called X5309 in TPS. At present, TPS is unable to prove this automatically,
so we shall describe how TPS can produce a proof with a little help.
<3>prove x5309
(100)  ∼ ∃hι(oι)∀poι∀qoι.hp = hq ⊃ p = q PLAN1
Having set up the proof, we call GO2, and accept its suggestions to construct an indirect
proof and perform an existential instantiation, but reject its third (and last) suggestion.
<4>go2
Apply INEG to line 100? [Yes]>
Instantiate line 1 to prove line 99 by RULEC? [Yes]>
Apply EQUIV-EQ-EXPD to line 2? [Yes]>n
The proof now looks like this:
(1) 1  ∃hι(oι)∀poι∀qoι.hp = hq ⊃ p = q Hyp
(2) 1,2  ∀poι∀qoι.hι(oι)p = hq ⊃ p = q Choose: hι(oι) 1
· · · · · ·
(98) 1,2  ⊥ PLAN4
(99) 1  ⊥ RuleC: 1 98
(100)  ∼ ∃hι(oι)∀poι∀qoι.hp = hq ⊃ p = q NegIntro: 99
At this point we must give TPS some help. By reflecting on the proof of the Surjec-
tive Cantor Theorem which TPS found, or by relying on other knowledge, we realize
that the key idea in proving Cantor’s theorem is the diagonal argument, which can be ex-
plained as follows. We suppose there is some sort of correspondence between the members
x1, x2, x3, . . . of the set U and the subsets T1, T2, T3, . . . of U , and let D = {xi | xi /∈ Ti}.
Clearly D is a subset of U , but it is easy to see that D differs from each subset Ti of U by
considering whether the element of U which corresponds to D is in D, and this yields a
contradiction.
In the case of the Injective Cantor Theorem, we assume that this correspondence is an
injective function h :W → U such that hTi = xi for each i, so D = {xi | xi /∈ Ti} = {ht |
ht /∈ t}. Since D depends on h, we define IDIAG to be [λhι(oι)λzι∃toι. ∼ t[ht] ∧ z = ht],
and put IDIAG in the TPS library. [IDIAG h] represents the set D.
The crucial idea which we wish to suggest to TPS is to consider whether hD ∈ D, which
is expressed formally by the wff [IDIAG hι(oι)][h[IDIAG h]]. We do this by applying the
INDIRECT2 command, which prepares to prove the current planned line (98) by deriving
contradictory consequences of its negation.
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P4 (LINE): Line to be Proven by Contradiction [98]>
H1 (LINE): Line with Assumed Negation [3]>
B (GWFF): One of Two Contradictory Consequences
of Assumption [No Default]>"IDIAG h.h.IDIAG h"
The proof now looks like this:
(1) 1  ∃hι(oι)∀poι∀qoι.hp = hq ⊃ p = q Hyp
(2) 1,2  ∀poι∀qoι.hι(oι)p = hq ⊃ p = q Choose: hι(oι) 1
(3) 1,2,3  ∼ ⊥ Assume negation
· · · · · ·
(50) 1,2,3  IDIAG hι(oι).h.IDIAG h PLAN6
· · · · · ·
(97) 1,2,3  ∼ IDIAG hι(oι).h.IDIAG h PLAN5
(98) 1,2  ⊥ Indirect: 50 97
(99) 1  ⊥ RuleC: 1 98
(100)  ∼ ∃hι(oι)∀poι∀qoι.hp = hq ⊃ p = q NegIntro: 99
TPS must derive lines (50) and (97) from lines (2) and (3). Actually line (3), which
denotes the negation of falsehood (i.e., truth), is useless but harmless. We apply DIY2-L
using a search time limit of 4 seconds per mode, and TPS fills in the proof of line (50) in
6 minutes. A second application of DIY2-L causes TPS to fill in the proof of line (97) in
2.4 minutes. TPS never uses line (3) in these proofs, and it finds that it does not need line
(2) (the assumption that h is injective) to prove line (50), but it does use this assumption in
proving line (97). The complete proof of X5309 obtained in this way is 55 lines long.
5. Manipulating proofs
TPS has many facilities for manipulating proofs. There can be many proofs in memory at
the same time, and the command PROOFLIST lists the names of all the natural deduction
proofs or extensional sequent derivations currently in memory, along with the theorems
they prove. One proof is designated as the current proof, and one can change this with the
RECONSIDER command. Proofs can be saved as files by SAVEPROOF, and restored to
memory by RESTOREPROOF.
CREATE-SUBPROOF creates a new proof consisting of specified lines of the current
proof, plus all the lines on which they depend. MERGE-PROOFS merges all of the lines of
a subproof into the current proof. TRANSFER-LINES copies specified lines of a subproof,
and all lines on which they depend, into the current proof.
Various commands (MOVE, DELETE, INTRODUCE-GAP, MODIFY-GAPS,
RENUMBERALL, SQUEEZE) are available for deleting or moving portions of a proof,
changing the gaps in the numbers between lines, and renumbering the lines. The
CLEANUP command will delete all lines of a completed proof which are not actually
needed to prove the final line. For example, CLEANUP will delete line (62) from the proof
in Fig. 1. Also, SQUEEZE will renumber the remaining 36 lines to be consecutive.
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looking at all the intermediate steps. The command BUILD-PROOF-HIERARCHY builds
dependency information into a proof so that the proof can be viewed as a hierarchy of
subproofs. The command PBRIEF displays the proof lines included in the top levels of this
hierarchy to a depth specified by the user. When one asks TPS to EXPLAIN a specified line
in a proof, it displays in the same way the lines of the proof which are used to prove the
specified line. PRINT-PROOF-STRUCTURE displays the hierarchy itself in terms of the
numbers of the proof lines.
6. The TPS library
TPS has a library for saving formulas, definitions, rewrite rules, theories, modes, lists of
goodmodes, and information about the heuristics and statistics associated with the search
for a proof of a theorem.
There are facilities for creating a variety of library classification schemes. These clas-
sification schemes can be used to access and view the TPS library from a variety of
perspectives. A convenient unix-style interface for the TPS library has been developed,
so that each classification scheme can be treated like a directory structure.
One example of such a classification scheme, which classifies library theorems and def-
initions according to the definitions which occur (recursively) in them, has been developed.
There are facilities for classifying library items automatically according to this classifica-
tion scheme. There are also facilities by which a user can modify various aspects of the
classification.
7. Testing for satisfiability
TPS has a top level called MODELS which can be used to compute the semantic value
of a formula in small finite standard models of type theory in which the domains of all types
have cardinalities which are powers of 2. (The assumption that domains are a power of 2
is used for an efficient representation of functions as binary expansions of numbers.) This
top level also features a SOLVE command that will solve for values of “output” variables
in terms of values of “input” variables which will make a given formula true.
We can use the MODELS top level to investigate the satisfiability of variants of
THM616. First, we can simply ask TPS to interpret THM616 (in the standard model with
2 individuals) using the INTERPRET command in the MODELS top level. The formula
THM616 has one free variable, OPENo(oι). We can use the command ASSIGN-VAR to
assign this variable to an element of type (o(oι)). The 16 elements of this type are repre-
sented by numbers between 0 and 15. Once the variable is assigned a value, INTERPRET
will evaluate THM616 and determine that it is true (represented by 1 in type o). We can
also determine that THM616 is true for any value of OPENo(oι) by universally quantifying
over OPEN in the prefix of THM616.
Of course, we already knew THM616 must be true in every (extensional) model since
THM616 is a theorem. A better use of the MODELS top level is to establish that some
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whether the simpler formula is a theorem. For example, can we prove THM616 without
using the closure of OPEN under subsets? The corresponding formula
∀xι[Boιx ⊃ ∃Doι.OPENo(oι)D ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB
has two free variables Boι and OPENo(oι). Of course, as mathematicians we know this is
not a theorem. The goal is to find a counterexample. The question is whether there is a
counterexample within the standard model with 2 individuals. We can ask TPS to try to
solve for such a counterexample by invoking the SOLVE command using the negation of
the formula above with no input variables and the two output variables B and OPEN. TPS
returns 10 possible interpretations of the pair of variables satisfying the negation. The first
and simplest corresponds to choosing B to be the empty set of individuals and OPEN to
be the empty set of sets.
Similarly, SOLVE can solve for values of B and OPEN satisfying the negation of
∀Go(oι)
[
G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ⊃ OPEN.
⋃
G
]⊃ OPENBoι.
TPS returns 11 solutions; the first solution corresponds to choosing OPEN to be the set
containing the empty set (which is indeed closed under arbitrary unions) and choosing B
to be a singleton.
Of course, it is always possible that the hypotheses of THM616 were inconsistent. That
is, we might be able to strengthen THM616 to state
∼ .∀Go(oι)
[
G ⊆ OPENo(oι) ⊃ OPEN.
⋃
G
]
∧ ∀xι.Boιx ⊃ ∃Doι.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B
SOLVE finds 17 solutions for the negation of this formula. Four of the solutions interpret
OPEN as the set of all sets of individuals (so that the interpretation of B is irrelevant).
8. Proof representations
The proof representations currently supported by TPS are natural deduction proofs, ex-
pansion proofs, extensional expansion proofs and extensional sequent derivations. Natural
deduction proofs are designed to allow the user to read a proof in a linear fashion. In some
ways, this makes such proofs the easiest for TPS users to understand. On the other hand,
sometimes the mathematical content of a proof can be better understood by considering a
different proof representation. In particular, a mathematician will often be more interested
in knowing which assumptions are used in the proof, how many times these assumptions
are used, what instantiations are used for quantifiers, and the general interaction between
different parts of the assertion. One can usually extract such information from natural de-
duction proofs by a close inspection. For example, the most important instantiation in the
natural deduction proof of THM616 is contained in the justification of line (3) of Fig. 1.
The proof of THM616 also used extensionality, as can be seen from lines (94) and (96).
One must carefully examine the 37 lines of the proof to find these particular lines contain-
ing the desired information. Sometimes, the data is easier to extract from representations
other than natural deduction.
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and parts of formulas occur in many lines of the proof. While this redundancy can be
helpful to one who is reading the proof, it may be undesirable for other purposes.
Furthermore, users are allowed a great deal of flexibility when constructing and ma-
nipulating natural deduction proofs. For example, the user can assert theorems or axioms
in a line (with no further justification) using the ASSERT command. Similarly, the user
can introduce a lemma as a new planned line (using the LEMMA command) which can
be used to prove another planned line. The use of lemmas allows natural deduction proofs
to contain “detours.” This flexibility is often important when constructing proofs. On the
other hand, TPS (like other automated theorem provers) currently tries to find proofs with-
out “detours” during automated search. Hence the use of lemmas in a natural deduction
proof can obscure the difficulty of finding a proof automatically.
8.1. Expansion proofs
Traditional automated search procedures in TPS construct expansion proofs and trans-
late these into natural deduction proofs. Expansion proofs provide compact and nonredun-
dant representations of (cut-free) proofs in elementary type theory which are well suited
to automatic search. Elementary type theory [19], [14, p. 343] is a formulation of type
theory without axioms of extensionality or descriptions which simply embodies the logic
of propositional connectives, quantifiers, and λ-conversion in the context of type theory.
We briefly sketch an example of an expansion proof here and refer the interested reader to
[5–7] for more details about expansion proofs.
An expansion proof consists of an expansion tree (satisfying certain conditions) and a
complete mating. We use a simple first-order theorem to illustrate the mathematical content
contained in an expansion proof. Suppose we have a binary relation Roιι, an individual Aι
and a unary function Sιι satisfying four conditions:
(A) RAA
(B) R[SA]A
(C) ∀xι∀yι[Rxy ⊃ Ry.S x]
(D) ∀xι∀yι[R[S x]y ⊃ R[Sy]x]
We can show R relates [SA] to [SA]. Written as a single formula we have
(THM634)
RoιιAιA ∧ R[SιιA]A ∧ ∀xι∀yι[R xy ⊃ Ry.S x]
∧∀x∀y[R[S x]y ⊃ R[Sy]x] ⊃ R[SA].S A
TPS can prove this automatically very quickly, generating the expansion proof shown in
Fig. 2 and the natural deduction proof shown in Fig. 3. Examining the natural deduction
proof carefully, one can determine three facts: only the conditions (A) and (C) are used and
the closure condition (C) is used twice. This information is more salient in the expansion
proof. There is no connection to the node LEAF2 in the mating. None of the nodes below
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(1) 1  RoιιAιA ∧ R[SιιA]A ∧ ∀xι∀yι[Rxy ⊃ Ry.S x]
∧ ∀x∀y.R[S x]y ⊃ R[Sy]x Hyp
(2) 1  RoιιAιA RuleP: 1
(3) 1  ∀xι∀yι.Roιιxy ⊃ Ry.Sιιx RuleP: 1
(4) 1  ∀yι.RoιιAιy ⊃ Ry.SιιA UI: Aι 3
(5) 1  RoιιAι[SιιA] ⊃ R[SA].SA UI: [SιιAι] 4
(6) 1  RoιιAιA ⊃ RA.SιιA UI: Aι 4
(7) 1  Roιι[SιιAι].SA RuleP: 2 5 6(8)  RoιιAιA ∧ R[SιιA]A ∧ ∀xι∀yι[Rxy ⊃ Ry.S x]
∧ ∀x∀y[R[S x]y ⊃ R[Sy]x] ⊃ R[SA].SA Deduct: 7
Fig. 3. Natural deduction proof of THM634.
the expansion node EXP3 (corresponding to closure condition (D)) occur in the mating.
The expansion node EXP1 corresponding to the binder for x in closure condition (C) is
used once with term A. The expansion node EXP2 corresponding to the binder for y in
closure condition (C) is used once with term A and once with term [SA].
Once one obtains an expansion proof, the MATE top level of TPS allows users to in-
spect the expansion proof. Using the commands in the MATE top level, users can quickly
determine information such as instantiation terms for quantifiers and the number of times
a quantifier is instantiated. By inspecting the mating, users can also determine which parts
of the theorem are used to justify other parts. The MATE top level also allows users to
construct, manipulate, and save expansion trees and matings.
The command NAT-ETREE can sometimes translate natural deduction proofs into ex-
pansion proofs. For example, the natural deduction proof in Fig. 3 can be translated back
into an expansion proof, giving the simpler expansion proof in Fig. 4.
The NAT-ETREE translation procedure sometimes fails. Failure occurs, for example,
if there a “detour” in the natural deduction proof which cannot be removed. The proof in
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Fig. 1 contains such an essential detour involving extensionality. The detour corresponds
to the use of the LEMMA command to introduce the equation in line (96). Indeed, since
THM616 is not a theorem of elementary type theory, the translation cannot succeed as
there is no expansion proof.
On the other hand, the facilities which translate from expansion proofs to natural de-
duction proofs always work. The command ETREE-NAT allows users to directly call this
translation procedure. The procedure uses tactics which can be modified in order to obtain
different natural deduction proofs. For example, under some settings symmetric simplifi-
cation (described in [20] and illustrated in [2, pp. 329–330]) can generate proofs with an
intelligent use of excluded middle instead of a less intuitive indirect proof.
8.2. Extensional expansion proofs
Extensional expansion proofs are compact representations of (cut-free) proofs in exten-
sional type theory [8]. There are different forms of “extensionality” in higher-order logic
[21]. By extensional type theory, we mean a form of type theory which includes both prin-
ciples of functional extensionality
∀xβ [fαβxβ = gαβxβ ] ⊃ fαβ = gαβ
(at all types) and Boolean extensionality
[p◦ ≡ q◦] ⊃ p◦ = q◦.
A key difference between extensional type theory and elementary type theory lies in the
unification problem. In elementary type theory, it suffices to solve for β-convertible terms
(or βη-convertible terms) and use Huet’s pre-unification algorithm [22]. Though this is
undecidable (Huet’s algorithm may not terminate), in practice Huet’s algorithm performs
reasonably well. In extensional type theory, the unification problem is as difficult as theo-
rem proving, since any two theorems are equivalent, hence equal.
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Fig. 6. Extensional expansion dag for (1).
Extensional expansion proofs build equational reasoning into the proof structure. A sim-
ple example demonstrating this process is the formula
(1)Ao ∧ Bo ∧ PooA ⊃ P B.
Fig. 5 shows the expansion tree and corresponding jform. A jform (“junctive form”) or
vpform (“vertical path form”) is a matrix representation of the expansion tree [7]. A com-
plete mating is a set of connections such that there is some connection on every vertical
path in the jform. There is no complete mating for the jform in Fig. 5 since there is no
unifiable connection on the single vertical path. Indeed, (1) is not a theorem of elementary
type theory.
On the other hand, (1) is a theorem of extensional type theory. The proof is simple: if
A and B are both true, then they are equal and so [PA] and [PB] must be equal. With
this idea in mind, we generalize the notion of acceptable mating to include connections
which are provably equal instead of syntactically equal (up to β- or βη-convertibility). In
our example, we allow a connection between [PA] and [PB]. The first (and arguably most
important) step to representing extensional proofs is to allow such connections.
Once we connect [PA] and [PB] we must prove [PA] and [PB] are equal. This new
obligation is directly represented using extensional expansion dags instead of expansion
trees. We prove two such terms are equal by decomposing and showing the arguments A
and B are equal. This decomposition is also directly represented in the extensional expan-
sion dag. The extensional expansion dag with the connection and decomposition nodes is
shown in Fig. 6.
Once connections are included in this way, a corresponding jform is not as simple to
generate. A jform can be generated using a method similar to dissolution [23]. Alterna-
tively, one can generalize the notion of vertical path to the dag structure. Vertical paths
are generalized to unsolved parts in [8]. An extensional expansion proof is an extensional
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parts containing the root node. The condition that there be no unsolved parts in an ex-
tensional expansion proof corresponds directly to the condition that a mating span every
vertical path in an expansion proof.
We can further extend the extensional expansion dag in Fig. 6 to an extensional ex-
pansion proof as follows: Using Boolean extensionality, we rewrite [A =o B] in terms of
equivalence. This equivalence follows from the positive nodes for A and B . Technically,
two negative nodes for A and B (arising from the equivalence) are connected with the two
given positive nodes for A and B . Note that in this example there are connections beneath
connections.
The EXT-MATE top level in TPS provides support for constructing, inspecting and
manipulating extensional expansion dags. The commands in the EXT-MATE top level cor-
respond, for the most part, to commands in the MATE top level.
8.3. Extensional sequent derivations
One method of obtaining an expansion proof is to construct a natural deduction proof
(avoiding detours) and translate this into an expansion proof. This is often easier than try-
ing to construct an expansion proof directly. However, as THM616 shows, some natural
deduction proofs have an essential application of extensionality and cannot be translated
into an expansion proof. On the other hand, there are extensional expansion proofs of
THM616. One could design a procedure which translates from natural deduction proofs
without “detours” into extensional expansion proofs. However, it is not clear how to recog-
nize acceptable “detours” involving extensionality at the level of natural deduction.
In the context of a sequent calculus, the notion of a “detour” becomes clear. A “detour”
in a sequent calculus corresponds to an application of the cut rule. A sequent calculus which
closely corresponds to the notion of an extensional expansion proof is described in [8] and
is implemented as part of TPS. If one is interested in constructing an extensional expansion
proof of a theorem, then one option is to construct a cut-free extensional sequent derivation
(in the EXT-SEQ top level) and translate the derivation into an extensional expansion proof
(using the CUTFREE-TO-EDAG command).
The cut rule is included as part of the implementation and can lead to shorter proofs.
However, there is a derivation without cut whenever there is a derivation using cut [8].
Currently there are no functions implemented which attempt to automatically eliminate an
application of the cut rule.
One can create and manipulate extensional sequent derivations in the EXT-SEQ top
level of TPS. In this top level, one can begin a proof, apply rules of the sequent calculus
and save complete or partial derivations. Constructing sequent derivations in the EXT-SEQ
top level is very similar to constructing natural deduction derivations.
There is also a command GO2 which applies tactics designed for the extensional sequent
calculus. If used interactively, GO2 will suggest rules to apply to open goals and the user
can decide which rule to apply. In this way, a mathematician can concentrate on the idea
of the proof without taking time to look for applicable rules of inference.
The GO2 command for extensional sequent derivations (which was developed with the
benefit of more experience) is more powerful than the GO2 command for natural deduction
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extensional sequent derivations will suggest rules which require instantiation terms. Any
cut-free derivation can be constructed using GO2 as long as the user provides appropriate
instantiations. In particular, a derivation of THM616 can be constructed using GO2 by
accepting most suggested rule applications (rejecting only 5 of 37) and providing 4 terms
used in certain rule applications.
Suppose we begin a proof of THM616 in the EXT-SEQ top level and run GO2 interac-
tively. At the beginning we have a single goal.
(1)  ∀G[G ⊆ OPEN ⊃ OPEN.⋃G]⊃
∀B. ∀x[B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB PLAN1
Extensional sequent derivations are written as a series of lines similar to natural deduc-
tion proofs. Unlike natural deduction proofs, lines in a sequent derivation never depend
on hypotheses. Another important difference is that a line corresponds to a sequent (a list
of formulas) instead of a single formula. A sequent is interpreted as the disjunction of its
formulas. Each line is displayed as a line number in parenthesis, the assertion sign , a list
of formulas separated by commas and a justification. The sequents are actually treated as
multisets (the order of the formulas is not important).
TPS offers to apply the rule IMPLIES+ to break down the principal connective.
Apply IMPLIES+ to ∀G[G ⊆ OPEN ⊃ OPEN.⋃G] ⊃ ∀B . ∀x[B x ⊃
∃D.OPEND ∧Dx ∧D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB?[Yes]>
If the user responds “Yes” (or simply presses Enter to accept the default answer of
“Yes”), then TPS applies this rule, moving line 1 to line 2 and creating the new subgoal
(1)  ∼ ∀G[G ⊆ OPEN ⊃ OPEN.⋃G],
∀B. ∀x[B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B] ⊃ OPENB PLAN2
This new planned line asserts a sequent with two formulas separated by a comma. Note
that, in contrast to natural deduction, extensional sequent rules change line numbers in
order to ensure that there is always room for new lines.
TPS continues to offer to break down the topmost quantifier and connective using the
appropriate rule until we obtain the subgoal
(1)  ∼ ∀x[B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B],
OPENB,∼ ∀G.G ⊆ OPEN ⊃ OPEN.⋃G PLAN4
TPS now offers to apply the ALL-rule to the neighborhood property. As in the natural
deduction case, we will reject this option for now:
Apply ALL- to ∼ ∀x.B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧Dx ∧D ⊆ B? [Yes]>No
Next TPS offers to apply the ALL- rule to closure under unions. In this case we know
we want to use the set of all open subsets of B . So we choose this option and explicitly
give the instantiation term. This is the first key step which relies on the knowledge of the
user.
Apply ALL- to ∼ ∀G.G ⊆ OPEN ⊃ OPEN.⋃G? [Yes]>
Instantiation Term for ALL- ∀G.G ⊆ OPEN ⊃ OPEN.⋃G
[No Default]>"lambda W(OI). OPEN W and W SUBSET B"
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down and we accept.
(1)  ∼ [λW [OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B] ⊆ OPEN
⊃ OPEN.⋃ .λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B],
∼ ∀x[B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B],OPENB PLAN5
Apply IMPLIES- to ∼ .λW [OPENW ∧W ⊆ B] ⊆ OPEN ⊃
OPEN.
⋃
.λW.OPENW ∧W ⊆ B? [Yes]>
Applied IMPLIES- creating two new subgoals.
This creates two new subgoals. First we must show every open subset of B is open.
This subgoal is trivial. So long as the user rejects one option to instantiate the neighbor-
hood property, the subgoal can be closed in five natural steps. The next subgoal is more
interesting:
(7)  ∼ OPEN[⋃ .λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B],
∼ ∀x[B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B],OPENB PLAN7
TPS first offers to use the neighborhood property which we again reject. Next TPS offers
to apply a rule designed for extensional proofs.
Show the arguments of OPENB and ∼ OPEN.⋃ .λW.OPENW ∧W
⊆ B are equal.? [Yes]>
In other words, TPS offers to reduce the problem to showing B is equal to the union of
its open subsets. We accept this option and have one new subgoal.
(7)  Boι =⋃[λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B],
∼ ∀x.B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B PLAN14
Next TPS offers to use extensionality to establish the equation. We accept these options
and use the variable yι to represent the generic individual which will be in B iff it is in the
union of open subsets of B .
Show extensional equality of functions
B =⋃ .λW.OPENW ∧W ⊆ B using EXTFUNC? [Yes]>
Variable for EXTFUNC [x0ι ]>"y(I)"
Applied EXTFUNC
(7)  By =⋃[λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B]y,
∼ ∀x.B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B PLAN16
Show equality of propositions
By =⋃[λW.OPENW ∧W ⊆ B]y using EXTO? [Yes]>
Applied EXTO creating two new subgoals.
We are left with two subgoals corresponding to showing that the generic individual y is
in the union if it is in B and vice versa. TPS offers to apply the rule ALL- to the (negated)
neighborhood property:
∼ ∀x.B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B
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appropriate time to apply the neighborhood property is the second crucial application of a
mathematician’s knowledge of the proof.
(7)  ∼ By,⋃[λW.OPENW ∧ W ⊆ B]y,
∼ ∀x.B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧ Dx ∧ D ⊆ B PLAN17
Apply ALL- to ∼ ∀x.B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧Dx ∧D ⊆ B? [Yes]>
Instantiation Term for ALL- ∀x.B x ⊃ ∃D.OPEND ∧Dx ∧D ⊆ B
[No Default]>"y(I)"
At this point TPS simply applies rules to topmost connectives in formulas. The neigh-
borhood property gives an open neighborhood D of y contained in B . This witness D is
used to show that y is in the union of the open subsets of B . The subgoal can be closed in
nine steps.
Finally TPS turns to the final subgoal of showing y is in B if y is in the union of
open subsets. In this case we accept any option TPS offers except any offer to apply the
neighborhood property. The subgoal can be closed in eight steps.
Once one obtains an extensional sequent derivation of THM616, TPS can translate this
into an extensional expansion proof. TPS can also translate the resulting extensional ex-
pansion proof into a natural deduction proof similar to the proof in Fig. 1.
At the moment, the only way to construct an extensional sequent derivation is interac-
tively. There are commands for manipulating such derivations analogous to those discussed
in Section 5. It is hoped that in the future TPS will have procedures to translate from
extensional expansion proofs into cut-free extensional sequent derivations and to trans-
late between natural deduction proofs and extensional sequent derivations (possibly using
cut).
9. Searching for expansion proofs and extensional expansion proofs
When TPS is asked to automatically fill a gap in a proof, it applies its theorem-proving
techniques to the wff which asserts that the conjunction of the supporting lines imply the
goal line (see Section 2). As mentioned previously, TPS first searches for an expansion
proof or an extensional expansion proof, and then translates this into a natural deduction
proof. While these search processes are usually run in automatic mode once flags have
been set to determine the choice of search procedure, heuristics, and search bounds, even
here the user can provide some input. For example, when certain search procedures are
used, the user can initially specify certain pairs of literals to be mated, certain instantiation
terms for quantifiers, and certain duplications of quantifiers before asking TPS to finish the
search. Examples of how to do this may be found in [1].
We refer the reader to [2] for information about search procedures which were imple-
mented in TPS before that paper was written. In this section we summarize more recent
developments.
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When searching for proofs of theorems which contain definitions (abbreviations), it is
a significant problem to decide which instances of the definitions to instantiate (expand).
Often, one needs to instantiate some, but not all, of them, and if one does instantiate all
of them, one can cause the search space to expand in a very undesirable way. A solution
to this problem called dual instantiation was developed [9] and implemented in TPS; it
involves making each instance of a definition accessible to the search procedure in both its
instantiated and its uninstantiated form, and letting the search procedure decide which to
use, with a bias in favor of the uninstantiated form. In related work on proving theorems
containing abbreviations, TPS was given the ability to generate set variable instantiations
which contain some of the abbreviations that occur in the sentence being proven. Such set
variable instantiations are called abbreviational set instantiations, or ABR instantiations.
These techniques proved very effective in some cases. Other treatments of the problem of
proving theorems with definitions may be found in [24] and [25].
9.2. Component search
An important component of an expansion proof is an acceptable (or complete) mating
[26], which is also known as a spanning set of connections [27]. An acceptable mating
must contain a connection on every vertical path through the jform which represents an
expanded form of the theorem to be proved. Traditionally, search procedures had all built
up these sets of connections by adding one connection at a time to the partial mating (set of
connections) whenever a path which was not yet spanned was found. (Of course, the addi-
tion of inappropriate connections would eventually lead to backtracking when it was found
that the unification constraints failed.) However, the process of building up a mating can be
separated from the task of checking vertical paths (which is relatively expensive). A frag-
ment of a formula in negation normal form is a maximal subformula which is a disjunction
of literals. It is easy to see that in a minimal acceptable mating, if one occurrence of a literal
in a fragment has a mate, then every occurrence of a literal in that fragment must have a
mate. This fact can be used very efficiently to guide the process of building up an accept-
able mating. These observations led Matt Bishop to develop a new search procedure called
component search, based on building up sets of connections by taking unions of smaller
sets, starting from sets of connections called components. Components are similar to the
hyper-links of [28]. Component search is largely a breadth-first search procedure, and it
avoids some of the problems of previously developed depth-first search procedures. This
procedure was implemented (it is called MS98-1 in TPS), and it has proved to be generally
much more effective on hard problems than search procedures previously implemented in
TPS. This work was reported in Bishop’s thesis [11] and the associated paper [10].
Bishop’s work also involved integrating an improved implementation of higher-order
unification and rewriting rules with this search procedure. Higher-order unification [22]
plays an essential role in higher-order automated theorem proving. The unification algo-
rithm generates a search tree, which is usually infinite, since the decision problem for
higher-order unification is unsolvable. Therefore, one must set arbitrary bounds on how far
down the tree one will go to search for a unifier (unifying substitution). It has been found
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is more useful than a bound on the depth of the whole search tree (which involves all the
variables in the problem). In this context, one can compute all the possible unifying ground
substitutions for the free variables in the problem before starting the search for a mating.
One can represent all of these unifiers which are associated with a partial mating as a di-
rected acyclic graph. With this representation, it is possible to compute the set of unifiers
associated with the union of two partial matings very quickly from the sets of unifiers as-
sociated with the partial matings. (This representation was suggested by analogous ideas
in [29].) As a result, it was possible to drastically reduce the substantial amount of time
that was being devoted to higher-order unification by the search procedure.
Equality reasoning and rewriting were integrated directly into the unification procedure
in TPS. (Previously, equalities were simply defined by the Leibniz definition of equality in
higher-order logic, but there were no special rules for applying equality reasoning as part
of the search procedure.) This allows some or all of the equality literals to be removed from
the set of literals involved in the search for a mating, further improving the performance of
the search procedure.
9.3. Extensional search
TPS has two search procedures, MS03-7 and MS04-2, which search for extensional
expansion proofs. MS04-2 uses a bounded best-first search strategy with backtracking and
iterative deepening. Several flags can be used to set bounds on the search for a proof. Upon
each iteration, if a proof is not found, the search is restarted with more liberal bounds.
When considering a higher-order unification problem, it is enough to perform pre-
unification as described in [22], since any collection of flex-flex pairs can be solved simul-
taneously. Analogously, if every unsolved part of an extensional expansion dag contains a
(negative) flex-flex equation, then we can construct an extensional expansion proof. Fur-
thermore, if every unsolved part contains either a flex-flex equation or a negative flexible
node, then we can construct the final proof. We call an unsolved part presolved if it contains
either a flex-flex equation or a negative flexible node.
At each stage in the search, MS04-2 chooses an unsolved part which is not presolved
and generates a set of options for this part. The options may include generating a primitive
substitution, performing a projection or imitation pre-unification step (corresponding to a
flex-rigid pair), or connecting two nodes. MS04-2 generates connections only between two
atomic nodes of opposite polarity (with a shared rigid head), a flexible node with an atomic
node, or two equation nodes of opposite polarity. If the nodes correspond to equations,
then the corresponding connection may make use of the symmetry of equality. A lifting
argument in [8] establishes the completeness of MS04-2.
The search procedure MS03-7 avoids backtracking in favor of eagerly duplicating ex-
pansions whenever an expansion variable is instantiated. Without backtracking, one can
avoid significant recomputation effort. However, in practice MS03-7 often generates exten-
sional expansion dags which become too large too quickly. In contrast to MS04-2, MS03-7
has not been proven complete.
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The flags in TPS provide a convenient way to explore many different aspects of the
problem of searching for proofs, but it can be challenging to set the flags appropriately
when one wants to prove a particular theorem. Since certain flag values render some other
flags irrelevant, there is a command called UPDATE-RELEVANT which allows users to
conveniently take into account the relationships between flags and the decisions previ-
ously made while setting flags interactively. Since proof procedures are constantly being
developed or refined, when UPDATE-RELEVANT is called, the user is given the option of
using the current flag relevancy information in memory, loading flag relevancy information
which has been saved to a file, or rebuilding flag relevancy information automatically by
processing the Lisp source files.
If one has a natural deduction proof of a theorem, one can use the command AUTO-
SUGGEST to obtain suggested settings for certain flags of a mode with which that theorem
can be proved automatically. AUTO-SUGGEST will also show all of the instantiations of
quantifiers that are necessary for that proof. The command ETR-AUTO-SUGGEST does
the same thing when given an expansion proof. Such an expansion proof could be the
result of translating a natural deduction proof into an expansion proof using the command
NAT-ETREE. The commands MS03-LIFT and MS04-LIFT in the EXT-MATE top level
suggests flag settings for the corresponding extensional search procedures when given an
extensional expansion proof.
Enhancements of these commands are still needed.
11. Related work
There are several other systems incorporating versions of higher-order logic in which
one can experiment with mathematics. The higher-order resolution theorem prover LEO
[30,31] is also based on simply-typed λ-calculus and proves theorems of extensional type
theory. However, as the LEO program has been developed in recent years, there is less
support for interactive theorem proving in LEO than TPS. HOT [32] is a tableau-based
extensional higher-order theorem prover which is used as part of the finite model generator
KIMBA [33].
The HOL system [34,35] supports interactive construction of natural deduction proofs
and proof checking in a form of higher-order logic which includes some extensions (e.g.,
product types) to the language of TPS. A simplified version called HOL-Light has been
used to formalize theories about the real numbers [36].
Isabelle [37,38] also uses simply typed λ-calculus, but as a basis for a framework
in which one can develop proof theories. In particular, higher-order logic and Zermelo–
Fraenkel set theory have been encoded using Isabelle.
The IMPS system [39] uses a modified form of simply typed λ-calculus which includes
partial functions. IMPS is designed to allow users to build and relate theories.
The proof planning system λ-Clam [40] can reason using induction and rewriting. In
particular, the λ-Clam system has been used [41] to synthesize programs written in λ-
Prolog [42], a programming language based on simply typed λ-calculus.
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including Coq [43], Twelf [44], LEGO [45], PVS [46–48], Nuprl [49], and ProofPower
[50].
12. Conclusion
TPS is particularly attractive as a mathematical assistance system because it has a good
user interface and it allows one to combine automatic and interactive modes of proof
construction in a very flexible way. Since TPS supports higher-order logic and has good
facilities for dealing with definitions, it is very easy to express mathematical theorems in
TPS.
However, TPS lacks certain features which would be desirable in a mathematical assis-
tance system, such as interfaces with computer algebra systems, decision procedures for
special theories, a richer type system, and a well populated library of mathematical defin-
itions and theorems. It would be desirable to have library facilities for finding definitions
and theorems in the library which are equivalent in some ‘trivial’ sense to specified defin-
itions and theorems (though the definition of ‘trivial’ may be nontrivial). It would be very
useful to have facilities for editing a (partial or complete) proof by making small changes
in definitions or assertions, and have the system make all the additional adjustments in the
proof which a knowledgeable human would regard as ‘obviously’ necessary. For certain
purposes, TPS may be most useful when it is used in collaboration with systems such as
those described in [51,52] and in Section 11.
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